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In 1942, the first funeral co-operative with the current model was

established in Quebec. The project’s instigator wished to avoid “the cycle

of debt that awaited [people] after the expensive burial of a loved one”2

observed in their community. Back then, the owners of private funeral

homes accumulated excessive profits from what many considered “the

exploitation of grief”3. Several funeral co-operatives were thus founded in

different areas of Quebec, aiming to counter excessive funeral prices4,

while informing and advising families dealing with grief.

The early days of funeral co-operatives were modest; physically distant from each

other, they were left to their own devices, and the idea of regrouping started to form.

As early as 1974, collective steps were taken to this end, but it was not until 1987 that

the Fédération des coopératives funéraires du Québec (FCFQ, also referred to as “the

Federation” in this text) was officially founded. The Federation’s mandate was to

4 The average funeral cost was $3,600 in the 1960s, which was equivalent to more than a year’s salary for
people working at low wages (Tessier, 2008).

3 Tessier, 2008.

2 Tessier, 2008, p.1.

1 The information on the history of funeral co-operatives in Quebec and the Fédération des coopératives
funéraires du Québec mostly comes from Tessier (2008). The remaining information comes from
interviews with representatives of the Fédération des coopératives funéraires du Québec, funeral
co-operatives, and selling owners.



facilitate the establishment of purchasing groups, to offer services that met the needs

of network members, and to promote and defend their interests with various

stakeholders. Despite difficult beginnings, including a near-complete cessation of

activities in the mid-1990s, the Federation was upheld by a few co-operatives

convinced of its relevance. Their perseverance was soon rewarded; in front of the fast

acquisition of Quebec funeral companies by Canadian and American multinationals

during the 1990s, the role and importance of the FCFQ were no longer in any doubt.

The Mass Arrival of Multinational Funeral Companies

In the early 1990s, Quebec had all the ingredients to attract multinationals in the

funeral industry; the aging population suggested an increase of deaths in the years to

come, the industry was characterized by a low level of risk5, and the absence of family

succession encouraged several funeral business owners to sell to third parties. A wave

of funeral businesses acquisitions by multinationals swept across Quebec. After

remaining unknown for several years, the phenomenon was brought to light with a

study released about the future of funeral co-operatives and their prospects in the face

of these new competitors. Carried out as requested by Alain Leclerc, the Executive

Director of the Coopérative funéraire de l’Estrie and manager of the Federation at the

time, the study showed that market shares held by multinationals were reaching

alarming proportions.

Over a few years, the face of the Quebec funeral industry had changed completely.

Mainly based on family ownership until then, the sector now had to face stakeholders

who had significant resources. This situation raised many concerns; in addition to the

possibility of losing an important part of the Quebec economy, the co-operative

stakeholders feared a medium-term increase in funeral prices. More than ever, funeral

co-operatives realized they had to act together to ensure their survival.

5 The rate of funeral business closures was 4.9%, compared to 14.9% for the economy as a whole
between 1989 and 1997 (Audebrand and Barcos, 2018).
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The Implementation of a Coordinated Offensive Strategy

The funeral co-operatives met in 1994 to discuss the funeral market and to facilitate the

membership of all funeral co-operatives in Quebec to the Federation. New guidelines

were adopted, and the Federation had to meet five objectives from now on:

▪ promoting the flow of information between co-operatives;

▪ creating purchasing groups;

▪ supporting the establishment of new funeral co-operatives;

▪ stopping the expansion of multinational funeral companies on Quebec territory;

▪ ensuring a coherent image of the movement with external stakeholders.6

It was also agreed that the administrative structure of the Federation should be kept

simple. It should be based on a skilled roving team of people who have abilities that

complement the co-operatives’ staff. Funeral co-operatives wished to preserve their

autonomy while having access to collective services and specialized advice.

A communication strategy based on the theme of regional belonging was launched,

along with the creation of a $15 million development fund resulting from an agreement

with the Desjardins Group and Investissement Québec. The objective of this fund was

to acquire private businesses and convert them into funeral co-operatives where none

existed, or to graft them onto existing co-operatives as new service points. The

co-operative network thus became an interesting alternative for Quebec entrepreneurs

wishing to sell their funeral homes.

To carry out the acquisition files, Alain Leclerc, financial analyst, economist and general

manager of the FCFQ at the time, put together a team of professionals comprised of

6 Tessier, 2008, p. 23.
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two tax lawyers and a commercial real estate broker. Business acquisitions are now part

of the technical support services offered to the network’s co-operatives.

source: www.fcfq.coop

In just a few years, the Federation acquired a dozen funeral companies, enabling the

creation of five funeral co-operatives and the addition of seven service points within

active co-operatives. Each of these co-operatives, whether newly established or

expanded by the integration of a private business, had to sign a one-year service

contract with the Federation. The purpose of this framework, a condition issued by the

funders, was to ensure co-operatives were capable of managing the new entity

independently. In 2005, more than 100 points of service were available to the 140,000

funeral co-operative members in Quebec.7

Table 1: Catalysts for Private Funeral Companies Converting to Funeral
Co-operatives

Features of the Quebec
funeral sector

● Lack of succession in family funeral businesses

● Attractive market for multinationals and increasing
number of acquisitions by them

7 Tessier, 2008.
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Features of the FCFQ
and its co-operative
network

● Funeral co-operative network’s willingness to adopt an
offensive strategy

● Relationship of trust between the co-operatives and their
federation

Features of supporting
organizations

● Confidence in the FCFQ’s ability to support its
co-operative network

Acquisition Strategy

Over the years, the number of potential funeral business acquisitions decreased and

funeral co-operatives succeeded in acquiring significant market shares in their

respective territories. Although the urgency to act has now diminished, the FCFQ is still

active in terms of acquisitions. The Federation’s many years of experience has enabled

it to establish a clear and effective process.

A. From First Contacts to Letter of Intent

The FCFQ hires expert facilitators whose mandate is to identify funeral business

acquisition opportunities, approach the targeted sellers and facilitate the transaction

process until a letter of intent is signed, if applicable. One of these facilitators covers

the entire Quebec territory, while another works more actively outside of Quebec in

sectors predetermined by the Federation. Since it is rare for funeral homeowners to

openly state their desire to sell their business, the facilitator stays up to date on

rumours and contacts owners directly to find out if they are interested in selling.
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source: www.fcfq.coop

Over the years, the Quebec network of funeral co-operatives has built a good

reputation in its sector of activity. The number of owners who contact the Federation

directly or a regional co-operative to disclose their intention to sell is growing. Often,

these are owners of family businesses who can no longer keep up with the pace of

work required to operate a funeral business, facing staff recruitment problems, or who

are unable to find a replacement internally. “So, the target seller of the transaction is

[an owner] who has owned his funeral home during their professional life and who

wants to sell, and who does not have an internal succession plan. The Federation is a

turnkey solution for them.”8

As a general rule, the funeral businesses acquired by the FCFQ are businesses that

have been established for a long time in their community, have a good reputation, and

are in good financial health. In addition to these criteria, the complementarity of the

populations served must be taken into account when the business to be sold is located

on the territory of a co-operative that is already in operation.

8 Comments made during an interview with a representative of the FCFQ.
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Once both parties have confirmed their interest, the acquisition process can begin. The

FCFQ has several years of experience in this field and, after signing a confidentiality

agreement, it submits a pre-established list of documents required from the owner in

order to determine an initial purchase price. This is formalized in a letter of intent,

which also stipulates a number of conditions that the selling owner can accept,

negotiate, or refuse. This letter of intent does not represent an offer of purchase.

The presence or absence of a funeral co-operative in the region is taken into

consideration during the preliminary analysis. If the business is located in a region

where a funeral co-operative is already established, an initial contact is made with the

director and/or president of the co-operative to determine their interest in the

business. At this stage, no confidential information related to the business is

transmitted to the co-operative. If the co-operative shows no interest in acquiring and

integrating the business, the Federation ends its approach to the vendor.

On the other hand, if there are no co-operatives in the region, the Federation considers

the steps and costs associated with the establishment of a co-operative before

confirming its intention to acquire the business - for instance whether the selling owner

is willing to manage the business before or even after it is converted into a

co-operative. Based on the Federation’s experience, this provision is a significant

facilitator in the process because otherwise, the FCFQ must anticipate hiring an

executive director with expertise in the funeral sector who is interested in leading the

conversion process of the business into a co-operative and, eventually, in managing

the co-operative. This is a riskier path that the Federation generally chooses not to

take.

B. From Offer to Acquisition

The seller’s acceptance of the letter of intent represents only a small portion of the

steps associated with the acquisition of a business. This step marks the beginning of

the legal procedures leading to filing the purchase offer, the seller accepting the offer

(which is the starting point of due diligence activities) followed by, if applicable, the
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local co-operative involvement in the transaction and the development of a plan to

integrate the business into this co-operative.

The purchase offer is essentially a bilateral commitment to buy, on the one hand, and

to sell, on the other hand, the target business under certain conditions specified in the

offer. The offer includes provisions relating to the purchase price, payment terms, due

diligence, the maintenance of the business by the selling owner until the transaction,

and terms of the transaction. It is only when the purchase offer is signed that the

confidentiality surrounding the transaction is partially lifted to include the board of

directors and the executive director of the co-operative who will officially acquire the

business.

The Federation’s permanent team gives a presentation to the board of

directors. They present the business, the negotiated price, terms and

conditions, and any conditions that come with it […]. In some cases,

confidentiality agreements have to be signed […]. When everyone’s up to

date and [the transaction is not processed], it’s always more difficult.9

With its many years of experience in business acquisition, the Federation has the trust

of the co-operatives within its network and is able to offer them time-tested ways of

doing things. “So, it’s really turnkey. It’s as if they mandated a team to go and buy the

business.”10 Due diligence and the development of an integration plan following the

acquisition are thus carried out by the Federation.

10 Comments made during an interview with a representative of the FCFQ.

9 Comments made during an interview with a representative of the FCFQ.
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source: www.fcfq.coop

The financial package for business acquisition varies according to the situation, but an

agreement between the FCFQ and Desjardins Capital facilitates access to loans that

can be used as down payments for co-operatives acquiring funeral businesses. This

access to capital is possible through Desjardins Capital’s Essor et Coopération Fund.

[One aspect] that sets us apart in acquisitions at the Fédération des

coopératives funéraires is our access to risk-free capital. [We have] a

partnership with Desjardins Capital, which lends us preapproved money,

[so that we can] lend a certain amount of money [to the co-operatives]

with very flexible financial arrangements in all our deals. 11

For the co-operatives, access to a loan from the Federation is an important facilitating

element in business acquisitions. The remainder of the financing is obtained through a

balance of sales from the owner, if he or she agrees, and through a loan from a financial

institution. For the sake of co-operation among co-operatives, the funeral co-operative

network deals only with Desjardins, unless the situation does not allow it, as it is the

case for some business acquisitions outside of Québec.

11 Comments made during an interview with a representative of the FCFQ.
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The Federation’s loan […] is used as a down payment. So, instead of

using our cash and redoing a financial package that can look a little more

complicated, well, this amount is used as a down payment. After it was

done, we turned to [the Caisse d’économie solidaire Desjardins] and

actually, they didn’t even present a financial package. They said, “We’ll

finance the whole thing”. But it should be mentioned [that] the

Federation has […] a very skilled team who is taking care of building

these portfolios. So, when we present a portfolio, it’s strong and well

founded.12

It should also be mentioned that the co-operative model offers an undeniable

advantage in terms of financial flexibility. Financial planning does not take into account

the return on investment in the same way as a private investor would.

Sure, a co-op needs to make money to pay its [staff], to reinvest in capital

assets, to provide high quality services, but it does not have to make 15%

to pay a shareholder. So, once everyone is paid, employees have good

working conditions, installations are […] up to date, if there’s nothing left,

everyone is happy at the end of the day. We build our financial packages

that way. That’s why we can offer flexibility. […] We want it to work, we

want it to finance itself, of course, but we don’t require amazing returns.

That’s an important component.13

In addition to the financial arrangements, the Federation’s team – currently comprised

of specialists in communications, accounting and finance, human resources

13 Comments made during an interview with a representative of the FCFQ.

12 Comments made during an interview with the executive director of a cooperative that participated in a
funeral business acquisition process.
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management, training and information technologies – is also developing a plan to

integrate the business into the co-operative. This plan aims to align activities, products

and services, prices, practices and working conditions within the acquired business and

the acquiring co-operative. It also aims to plan communications with the personnel of

both entities once the acquisition is formalized.

C. Post-Acquisition

The moment a funeral enterprise is acquired by the Federation or by a co-operative

does not indicate that the business has immediately converted into a co-operative. The

confidentiality surrounding the acquisition process as well as the paperwork related to

the merger of a business and a co-operative explain why the Federation has

developed, over time, a procedure which allows a delay between the acquisition of a

business and its conversion into a co-operative.

Thus, at the time of acquisition, the business is generally merged with a numbered

company created by the FCFQ or the co-operative until it is converted into a

co-operative. This approach facilitates the seller’s tax planning and also allows, in the

case of a new co-operative, the future co-operative activities to be approached as

separate from those of the Federation. From a strictly practical point of view, it is easier

to merge two companies with shared capital than two companies with different status.

source: www.fcfq.coop
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We’re going to create a numbered company that is there to basically

facilitate the seller’s tax planning. The numbered company [and the

acquired business will] merge together – it’s very easy to do when it’s two

corporations. In this type of organizational chart, I still have my co-op and

the operating company. The next step is to merge them to be converted

as one entity. […] Merging a business or a company into a co-operative

[…] is provided for by the Co-operatives Act and requires a lot of

paperwork, including reports that need to be submitted to the Ministry [of

Economic Development and Innovation]. In some cases, we don’t have

the time [to wait for] the authorizations, so we’ll liquidate. The liquidation

of a corporation to convert it into a co-operative doesn’t require this

paperwork. That’s why we prefer liquidating a corporation, but the results

are the same. At the end of the day, I have a corporate entity which is my

co-operative. 14

In the case where the acquired business is intended to be taken over by a new co-operative,

the legal process is relatively the same, but the steps preceding the business’s merger or

liquidation differ. These differences will be discussed in the following sections.

Integrating a Funeral Business Into an Existing Co-operative

In addition to its considerable expertise in business acquisition, the Federation offers support

services to its member co-operatives. Specialists in communications, finance and accounting,

human resources management, training and information technologies complement the

expertise in funeral co-operative management and governance of FCFQ’s executive director.

All these specialists also have in-depth knowledge of the funeral sector. The hiring strategy of

the FCFQ is undoubtedly a factor; only senior executives with several years of experience who

share the co-operative values are recruited. The salaries paid are higher than the market,

14 Comments made during an interview with a representative of the FCFQ.
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attracting the best candidates, and enabling them to offer support that meets the needs of

every co-operative in their network, regardless of their size.

The integration plan developed prior to the business acquisition is implemented on the first

day of the acquisition. This plan generally spans over a year but can be longer or shorter

depending on the needs of the co-operative. It outlines the support provided to the board of

directors, the executive director of the co-operative and its staff by the Federation team.

So, the co-operative, as soon as it buys a private corporation, the whole

[Federation] team goes to the location […]. Sometimes, we don’t need to

be there. We adjust according to the co-op’s needs. Our purpose is to

help the co-op’s proper integration of the organization and performance.

[…] The idea is to give them maximum support to ensure the acquisition

is completed – I call that the post-acquisition follow-up – in the best way

possible.15 

The integration plan’s completion and the support offered by the Federation are intended to

compensate for the initial drawbacks caused by the confidentiality of the transaction. Both

entities’ staff involved in the transaction are generally only informed of the situation once the

acquisition has been completed. This situation creates significant changes and, as a result,

raises concerns on both sides.

source: www.fcfq.coop

15 Comments made during an interview with a representative of the FCFQ.
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In some cases, we had to go on the premises to meet the employees.

Often, the employees hear the news the day it’s done. They don’t know

the transaction has been done until after the fact. Once, there was a case

where we got there in the morning, we signed, the employees (of

business X) were informed before lunch, then the co-op’s employees

heard about it in the afternoon. So, in the end, everyone knew they had

been acquired or they had acquired another business. That’s when there’s

a lot of questions that pop up. So, there’s a lot of guidance that needs to

be done.16

The executive director of a co-operative having acquired a funeral business specifies that

integration cannot be rushed. This gradual integration concerns changes in internal practices,

but also relating to the community served by the acquired business.

source: www.fcfq.coop

16 Comments made during an interview with a representative of the FCFQ.
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The first decision we made was to take our time. […] We gave ourselves a

five-year window. […] The idea was to get closer to the community, […] to

reassure them before starting anything new. We also started integrating

the co-operative’s ways of doing things at the beginning of the third year,

so for example, we started giving presentations on pre-arrangements, on

bereavement follow-ups, things like that. […] That’s how we got closer to

the community. Every time, it allowed us to tell them, “As per the

co-operative’s philosophy, we’re trying to be as transparent as possible in

terms of information. Plus, we also have a mission to educate.” […] It

allowed us to start talking about the co-operative dynamic. […] For now,

we’re still there, meaning we’re starting to sell membership cards. But

since there are two businesses – we still have an Inc. and the other

business is a co-operative – if you become a co-operative member […],

you’ll have access to all the co-operative’s benefits via [the new service

point].

The family services director of the co-operative believes that sharing expertise between staff of

two entities can constitute an advantage for the standardization of practices, but also the

relationship with their users.

If I were to do it again, what I would do in terms of integrating the service

offer, I would take people working here […] especially the family

counsellors [to] meet people of [the acquired business] and have them

talk to each other […] because clearly, family meetings are different. But

we have not had the benefit of their experience to pass on to the people

working here, at the co-op. That’s something we should have done.
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Finally, as mentioned above, sometimes the selling owner agrees to act as manager of the new

co-operative outlet for a period of time, as their presence provides a number of benefits.

We saw all kinds of things. We buy a private business and the seller

leaves the minute they sign the documents. Some stay for three months,

others for six months, some sign a five-year employment contract, and

others are still there. […] Certainly, for us, it’s always easier to buy

something when the seller stays because it puts less pressure on the

acquiring co-op.17

However, this is not ideal in all circumstances. When the selling owner stays in the business, he

or she usually acts as manager of the new outlet. If the co-operative’s team taking over the

business is already well established and of sufficient size to manage the new outlets, retaining

the selling owner as manager of the new co-operative outlet may slow down the transition

process.

source: www.fcfq.coop

17 Comments made during an interview with a representative of the FCFQ.
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Both owners stayed for a while […] to facilitate the transition. In hindsight,

I don’t know if it was a good idea, because obviously it was hard for them.

They were there for many years, they put in a lot of effort, they were set in

their ways. Then we come in, with our own ways of doing things, of

seeing things, with our co-operative values we want to implement. We

never had a big disagreement […] but still. I think that for the employees,

it wasn’t the best idea for their old boss to still be around. […] It delayed,

I think, the integration of our co-operative values, because there was still

this presence, despite their good faith and [their] good will.18

In addition, the selling owner who chooses to remain with the company following its acquisition

must agree to be accountable to a board of directors, representing a significant change in the

owner’s perceived organizational culture, which is not for everyone.

Integrating the Business Into a Newly Created Co-operative

The transition process to turn an acquired business into a new co-operative, while different

from the previous process, is also long and challenging. For this reason, the Federation only

acquires businesses that require the creation of a new co-operative if the selling owner agrees

to manage the business for a period of time and assists in this creation process. Recently, the

Federation acquired funeral businesses located in another Canadian province. The procedure

used here reflects the complexity of the process in the absence of a co-operative to integrate

the business, which is why we will expand further on this case.

In this recent process, the FCFQ was informed of the owners’ desire to sell their funeral

business through a co-operative in the network. Initially, the co-operative considered acquiring

the business itself, but withdrew, given that the business was not truly on its territory. The

18 Comments made during an interview with the executive director of a cooperative that participated in a
funeral business acquisition-conversion process.
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Federation pursued the acquisition of the business and reached an agreement with the owners

so they would be managing the business following the acquisition.

However, in order to consolidate the eventual co-operative, the Federation chose to wait

before beginning the founding procedures. First, the acquisition occurred shortly before the

COVID-19 pandemic, making it almost impossible to hold the citizen gatherings necessary for

information sessions and the founding assembly. Furthermore, the FCFQ deemed it was

preferable to further consolidate the activities of the future co-operative by acquiring funeral

businesses located in neighbouring communities. Together, these businesses are destined to

become the various service points of the future co-operative. Once the different businesses are

registered under the same numbered company and the co-operative is formed, the different

locations will be integrated into the co-operative, making it a single co-operative entity. This

strategy also aims to multiply the pool of potential members of the co-operative given that the

businesses are located in small communities. “When we enter a new place, we try to

consolidate the nearby communities. After all, this is a local service.”19

It takes people that will lead this project. […] We’re not in the best

position to do that; we don’t know the business community and we don’t

know the municipality. Often, we try to join a group of people who know

the area. […] In this case, the employees are asked to contribute a little.

The first funeral home that we bought, the seller stayed with us. We

engage with him to mobilize people around a future co-op. Of course, we

know our way around the red tape, but we still need […] local people who

are going to lead this. […] If the seller doesn’t stay, we can’t start it up

right away, because there won’t be anyone from the funeral sector in the

organization and it might not go so well.

This is why the owner of the first funeral home acquired by the FCFQ in this sector is also

responsible for approaching entrepreneurs in the region who are interested in selling their

19 Comments made during an interview with a representative of the FCFQ.
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business. He appreciates the strategy of acquiring existing businesses and turning them into a

co-operative, making it possible to keep business ownership in the hands of the communities,

while maintaining an interesting service offer, which would not be possible by starting a

co-operative from scratch. In these circumstances, the Federation’s role is to support the

establishment process of the co-operative and to provide tools and education to the board of

directors once it has been formed. Funeral co-operatives located outside of the province of

Quebec can become auxiliary members of the FCFQ, allowing them to benefit from a number

of advantages.

source: www.fcfq.coop

Things to Keep in Mind

The motives behind the acquisition of businesses by the Quebec network of funeral

co-operatives remain the desire to provide quality funeral services, locally accessible, for

reasonable prices. These same reasons led to the birth of the first funeral co-operatives in

Quebec. This collective vision contributes to the strength of the network and its reputation.

Owners who want to sell their funeral business are reassured to know that the communities
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they serve will continue to receive services. Plus, these communities will be able to take part in

the decisions that affect them.

Over the years, the FCFQ built a team of specialists in the funeral sector and in various fields of

expertise, ensuring the successful completion of business acquisitions and integration into

existing or newly created co-operatives. The FCFQ’s internal procedures made it possible to

overcome the potential issues related to the extreme degree of confidentiality of these

co-operative takeover transactions. They help build trust with various stakeholders, while

ensuring that existing or future co-operatives have the time for successful conversion of

acquired businesses.

FCFQ’s success is most likely based on its respect for territorial coverage of the co-operatives

within the network. Too many co-operatives serving the same population can lead to an

unnecessary division of respective memberships, weakening all co-operatives. Establishing

relationships of trust and partnerships with co-operative stakeholders within or in support of the

network gives the Fédération des coopératives funéraires du Québec the means to achieve its

ambitions. The FCFQ involvement in the takeover of businesses in its sector of activity remains

an exception to the rule that other co-operative networks could learn from.

Table 2: Facilitating Ecosystem for Private Funeral Companies Converting
to Funeral Co-operatives

Type of Support Stakeholders Facilitating Acts

Financial Support

Desjardins Group and
Investissement Québec

Desjardins Capital

● Initial development fund

● Essor et Coopération Fund
for flexible financing

In-Kind Support N/A ● N/A
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Technical and
Developmental
Support

Team of specialists in business
acquisition-conversion,
co-operative management and
governance who has a thorough
knowledge of the funeral sector

Skills and abilities that
complement co-operatives’ staff

Proven acquisition-integration-
conversion approach

● Market watch and funeral
business acquisition are
now part of the technical
support services offered to
co-operatives within the
FCFQ network

Government
Policies and
Programs

N/A ● N/A
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